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Abstrat
First introdued in the study of the Sturmian words, the iterated
palindromi losure was reently generalized to pseudopalindromes.
This operator allows one to onstrut words with an innity of pseu-
dopalindromi prexes, alled pseudostandard words. We provide here
several ombinatorial properties of the xed points under the iterated
pseudopalindromi losure.
Keywords: Sturmian word, palindromi losure, pseudopalindrome, pseu-
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1 Introdution
The Sturmian words form a well-known lass of innite words over a 2-
letter alphabet that our in many dierent elds, for instane in astronomy,
symboli dynamis, number theory, disrete geometry, ristallography, and
of ourse, in ombinatoris on words (see [11℄ for instane). Depending on
the ontext of the study, these words have many equivalent haraterizations.
In disrete geometry, they are exatly the words that approximate a disrete
line having irrational slope, using horizontal and diagonal moves. In symboli
dynamis, they are obtained by the exhange of 2 intervals. They are also
known as the balaned aperiodi innite words over a 2-letter alphabet. A
sublass of the Sturmian words is formed by the standard Sturmian ones. For
eah Sturmian word, there exists a standard one having the same language,
i.e. the same set of fators. A standard Sturmian word is, in a sense,
the representative of all Sturmian words having the same language. All
∗
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the words in this sublass an be easily obtained by a onstrution alled
the iterated palindromi losure [4℄. This operation is a bijetion between
standard Sturmian words and innite words over a 2-letter alphabet that do
not end by the repetition of a unique letter.
On the other side, some xed points of funtion are famous in ombina-
toris on words. As an example, the self-generating word introdued in [10℄,
alled the Kolakoski word, is the xed point under the run-length enoding
funtion and raised some hallenging problems. For instane, we still do not
know what are its letter frequenies, if they exist. The reurrene of the Ko-
lakoski word as well as the losure of its set of fators under omplementation
or reversal are other open problems.
In this ontext, it is a natural problem to try to haraterize the xed
points under the iterated palindromi losure operator, and more generally,
under the iterated pseudopalindromi losure operator, reently introdued
in [6℄. In this paper, we study these words and show some of their properties.
It is organized as follow. In Setion 2, we rst reall what is the iterated
palindromi losure operator and then, in Setion 3, we introdued the it-
erated pseudopalindromi losure operator, whih generalized the rst one
using a generalization of a palindrome. In Setion 4, we prove the existene
of xed points under the iterated pseudopalindromi losure operator and we
show them expliitly: there are 3 families of xed points. Finally, in Setion
5, we give some of their ombinatorial properties.
Let us note that by lak of spae, many proofs are skipped. Nevertheless
we provide the main intermediate steps. Note also that we assume the reader
is familiar with the notions and notations of Combinatoris on Words (see
[11℄ for instane). In all the paper A denotes an alphabet.
2 Iterated palindromi losure
Sturmian words may be dened in many equivalent ways (see Chapter 2 in
[11℄ for more details). For instane, they are the non ultimately periodi
innite words over a 2-letter alphabet that have the minimal omplexity,
that is the number of distint fators of length n is (n + 1). They are also
the set of non ultimately periodi binary balaned words. Reall that a
binary word w is balaned if for all fators f, f ′ having same length, and for
all letter a ∈ A, one has ||f |a − |f
′|a| ≤ 1.
The Sturmian words also are the innite non ultimately binary words
that desribe a disrete line. Reall that the slope of the word s is α =
limn→∞ |s[1..n]|b/n.
All Sturmian words onsidered in this paper belong to the partiular
lass of standard Sturmian words for whih we now reall the onstrution
using the iterated palindromi losure operator. Given a nite word w, let
us denote by Pal(w) the word obtained iterating the palindromi losure:
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Pal(ε) = ε and Pal(wa) = (Pal(w)a)(+), for all words w and letters a.
By the denition of the iterated palindromi losure Pal, for any -
nite word w and letter a, Pal(w) is a prex of Pal(wa). One an then
dene for any innite word w = (a[n])n≥1, the innite word IPal(w) =
limn→∞Pal(a[1] · · · a[n]). We then say that the word w direts the word
IPal(w). From the works of [4℄, we know that IPal is a bijetion between
the set of binary innite words not of the form uaω, with u ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A,
and the set of standard Sturmian words. The word w is then alled the
diretive word of the standard Sturmian word IPal(w). Note that words of
the form IPal(uaω) (with u ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A) are periodi (see Lemma 5.1
below realled from [7℄).
The IPal operator is also well dened over a k-letter alphabet, with k ≥ 3.
In this ase, it is known [7℄ that IPal(Aω) is the set of standard episturmian
words, a generalization over a k-letter alphabet, k ≥ 3, of the family of
standard Sturmian words (for more details, see [8℄). When w is a word
over A ontaining innitely often eah letter, then IPal(w) is alled a strit
standard episturmian word. The set of strit standard episturmian words
orresponds to the set of Arnoux-Rauzy words [2℄.
Example 2.1. The innite word abcabaac · · · direts the standard epistur-
mian word w = Pal(abcabaac · · · ) = abacabaabacababacabaabacabaa · · · .
As we will do in the sequel, in the previous example we have underlined
the letters in the standard episturmian word orresponding to the letter of
its diretive word, for the sake of larity.
3 Iterated pseudopalindromi losure
Reently, de Lua and De Lua [6℄ have extended the notion of palindrome to
what they all pseudopalindrome, using involutory antimorphism. Let reall
that a map V : A∗ → A∗ is alled an antimorphism of A∗ if for all u, v ∈ A∗
one has V(uv) = V(v)V(u). Moreover, an antimorphism is involutory if
V2 = id. A trivial involutory antimorphism is the reversal ˜ whih we
will denote in the sequel by the funtion R : A∗ → A∗, R(w) = w˜. Any
involutory antimorphism V of A∗ an be onstruted as V = τ ◦ R = R ◦ τ ,
with τ an involutory permutation of the alphabet A. From now on, in
order to desribe an involutory antimorphism V, we will then only give the
involutory permutation τ of the alphabet A. The two antimorphisms E and
H dened respetively over {a, b} and {a, b, c} by
E = R ◦ τ with τ(a) = b, τ(b) = a,
H = R ◦ τ with τ(a) = a, τ(b) = c, τ(c) = b
will play, in addition to R, an important role in our study. The antimorphism
E will be alled, as usually, the exhange antimorphism. We propose to
name antimorphism H the hybrid antimorphism, hene the notation, sine
it ontains both an identity part and an exhange part.
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We an now dene the generalization of palindromes given in [6℄: a word
w ∈ A∗ is alled a V-palindrome if it is the xed point of an involutory
antimorphism V of the free monoid A∗: V(w) = w. When the antimorphism
V is not mentioned, we all it a pseudopalindrome.
Similarly to the palindromi losure
(+)
, the V-palindromi losure of the
nite word u, also alled the pseudopalindromi losure when the antimor-
phism is not speied, is dened by u⊕ = sqV(s), where u = sq, with q the
longest V-palindromi sux of u. The pseudopalindromi losure of u is the
shortest pseudopalindrome having u as prex.
Example 3.1. Over the alphabet {a, b}, sine the longest E-palindromi
sux of w = aaba is ba, w⊕ = aaba · E(aa) = aababb.
Extending the Pal operator to pseudopalindrome, the PalV operator is
naturally dened by PalV(ε) = ε and PalV(wa) = (PalV(w)a)
⊕
, for w ∈ A∗
and a ∈ A. Then, forw ∈ Aω, IPalV(w) = limn→∞PalV(w[1] · · ·w[n]). This
limit exists sine by the denition of PalV , for any involutory antimorphism
V, w ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A, PalV(w) is a prex of PalV(wa). The innite word
obtained by the IPalV operator is a V-standard word, also alled a pseu-
dostandard word when the antimorphism is not speied. This new lass of
words is a general one that inludes the standard Sturmian and the standard
episturmian ones and was rst introdued in [6℄.
Example 3.2. Over A = {a, b, c}, the H-standard word direted by (abc)ω
is IPalH((abc)
ω) = abcacbabcaabcacbabcabcacbabcaabcacbabca · · · .
4 Existene of xed points
In this setion, we prove the existene of xed points over the iterated pseu-
dopalindromi losure and we show whih forms they an have. We de-
note naturally IPal0V(w) = w and IPal
n
V(w) = IPalV(IPal
n−1
V (w)), for any
w ∈ Aω, involutary antimorphism V and n ≥ 1. Let us see some examples
of the iteration of the IPalV operator over innite words.
Examples 4.1. Over a 2-letter alphabet A = {a, b}, there are only two
possible involutory antimorphisms: the reversal antimorphism R and the
exhange antimorphism E. Let us onsider for instane the iteration of the
IPalR operator over the word w = abx · · · , with x ∈ A (the iteration of
IPalE leads to similar remarks):
IPalR(abx · · · ) = abax · · ·
IPal2R(abx · · · ) = abaabax · · ·
IPal3R(abx · · · ) = abaabaababaabaabaababaabaabax · · · .
We see that the position of the letter x of the diretive word w in
IPalkR(w) grows with the value of k. We also observe that the ommon
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prex of IPalkR(w) and IPal
k+1
R (w) also seems to grow with k. It appears
that only a short prex of w is neessary to determine the word obtained by
innitely iterating the IPalR operator. Theorem 4.4 is a diret orollary of
this observation and of the following lemmas that an be proved indutively.
Lemma 4.2. Let V = R ◦ τ be an involutory antimorphism and let (uk)k≥1
be a sequene of nite words dened by
u1 =
{
anb if τ(a) = a,
a if τ(a) = b,
and for k ≥ 2, uk = PalV(uk−1), with a 6= b ∈ A, n ≥ 1. Then limk→∞ uk
exists.
Lemma 4.3. Let (uk)k≥1 be the same sequene as in Lemma 4.2 and let
onsider an innite word w having u1 as prex. Then for all k ≥ 1, uk is a
proper prex of IPalk−1V (w).
Theorem 4.4 (and denition). Over a k-letter alphabet, with k ≥ 2, there
are 3 kinds of xed points having at least 2 dierent letters, only depending
on the rst letters of the word and the involutory antimorphism V = R ◦ τ
onsidered.
1. When τ(a) = a and τ(b) = b, with a 6= b, for all n ≥ 1, IPalV has a
unique xed point beginning with anb, denoted sR,n,a,b, whih equals
sR,n,a,b = lim
i→∞
Pali(anb) = anban(aban)n+1b(an+1b)n+1ana · · · .
2. When τ(a) = a and τ(b) = c for pairwise dierent letters a, b, c, for all
n ≥ 1, IPalV has a unique xed point beginning with a
nb, denoted by
sH,n,a,b,c, whih equals
sH,n,a,b,c = lim
i→∞
PaliH(a
nb) = anbcancbanbcan(abcancbanbcan)nc · · · .
3. When τ(a) = b and τ(b) = a, with a 6= b, IPalV has a xed point
beginning with anb only if n = 1. It is denoted by sE,a,b and equals
sE,a,b = lim
i→∞
PaliE(a) = abbaabbaababbaabbaababbaabbaabb · · · .
Theorem 4.4 haraterizes all possible xed points of IPalV exept the
trivial xed point of the form aω, whih is a xed point for IPalV using any
antimorphism V = R ◦ τ with τ(a) = a. This trivial xed point orresponds
to the words obtained in Theorem 4.4 1. and 2. with n =∞.
Remark 4.5. Even if there exist many involutory antimorphisms for arbi-
trary k-letter alphabets [6℄, xed points over the IPalV operators ontain at
most three letters. More preisely, the xed points over a 3-letter alphabet
{a, b, c} starting by a an only be obtained by the antimorphism H (we re-
all that H = R ◦ τ , with τ(a) = a and τ(b) = c). Indeed, τ(a) = b yields
to sE,a,b and τ(a) = a and τ(b) = b yields to sR,n,a,b. Moreover, for the
antimorphism E, the xed point an not start by a2, sine a2 is not a prex
of PalE(a
2) = abab.
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5 Combinatorial properties of the xed points
In this setion, we onsider suessively the xed points sR,n,a,b, sE,a,b and
sH,n,a,b,c of the IPalV operator and we give some of their ombinatorial prop-
erties. We will see that words sR,n,a,b are Sturmian and sE,a,b is related to a
Sturmian word, whereas words sH,n,a,b,c annot be suh, sine they ontain
the three letters a, b and c. This explains why we onsider the word sE,a,b be-
fore words sH,n,a,b,c ontrarily to their order of introdution in Theorem 4.4.
5.1 Study of the xed point sR,n,a,b
Here, we onsider the rst xed point of the IPalV operator, with V = R.
Note that IPalR = IPal. Before stating our rst property, we need the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 ([7℄, Theorem 3). An innite word obtained by the IPal operator
is ultimately periodi if and only if its diretive word has the form uaω, with
u ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A.
Proposition 5.2. For a xed positive n ∈ N, sR,n,a,b is not ultimately peri-
odi and onsequently, is a standard Sturmian word.
Proof. By denition of the word sR,n,a,b, (Pal
i(anb))i≥0 forms a sequene
of prexes of sR,n,a,b. The sequene of lengthes of these prexes is stritly
inreasing by the denition of the Pal operator. Sine ban is a sux of
Pali(anb), both letters a and b our innitely often in sR,n,a,b. Hene sR,n,a,b
is not of the form uαω for a word u and a letter α. Sine by its denition,
sR,n,a,b equals its diretive word, Lemma 5.1 implies that sR,n,a,b is not ulti-
mately periodi.
Proposition 5.2 is very useful, sine it allows us to use properties of
standard Sturmian words in order to haraterize the xed point sR,n,a,b.
Let us reall some of them.
Theorem 5.3 ([2℄, p. 206). Let ∆(w) = ad1bd2ad3bd4 · · · be the diretive
word of an innite standard Sturmian word w, with di ≥ 1. Then the slope
of w has the ontinued fration expansion αw = [0; 1 + d1, d2, d3, d4, . . .].
Theorem 5.4. [3℄ The standard Sturmian word of slope α is a xed point
of some nontrivial morphism if and only if α is a Sturm number, that is α
has a ontinued fration expansion of one of the following kinds:
1. α = [0; 1, a0, a1, . . . , ak], with ak ≥ a0,
2. α = [0; 1 + a0, a1, . . . , ak], with ak ≥ a0 ≥ 1.
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A wide literature is devoted to the study of these xed points and the
known results about their generating morphism are often used in order to
nd some of their properties. It is thus natural to wonder if the xed points
of the IPal operator are also xed points of some nontrivial morphisms.
Using Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, one an see as a quite diret onsequene of
Proposition 5.2:
Proposition 5.5. For a xed n, sR,n,a,b is not a xed point of a nontrivial
morphism.
We denote αn,a,b the slope assoiated to sR,n,a,b. One an easily see that
the ontinued fration expansion [0; 1+ d1, d2, . . .] of αn,a,b only ontains the
letters 0, 1, n and n+ 1. Hene:
Lemma 5.6. The ontinued fration expansion of αn,a,b has bounded partial
oeients.
Lemma 5.6 in itself is not that interesting, but ombining it with next
lemma allows to get Proposition 5.8.
Lemma 5.7 ([13℄, Theorem 17). Let α > 0 be an irrational number with
dα = [d0; d1, d2, . . .], its ontinued fration expansion. Then the standard
Sturmian word of slope α denoted wα is k-th power-free for some integer
k if, and only if, dα has bounded partial oeients. Moreover, if dα has
bounded partial oeients, then wα is k-th power-free but not (k − 1)-th
power-free for k = 3 +maxi≥0 di.
Proposition 5.8. sR,n,a,b is (n + 4)-th power-free, but ontains (n + 3)-th
powers.
By diret omputation, we easily obtain arbitrarily large prex of the
word sR,n,a,b for a xed n. The ontinued fration expansion of αR,n,a,b is
then obtained and yields the value of the slope. For n = 1, we get:
α1,a,b = [0; 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, . . .]
Whether αn,a,b is transendental is also an interesting problem and ap-
pears as an interesting onsequene of Adamzewski and Bugeaud's works
[1℄.
Proposition 5.9. For any n ≥ 1, αn,a,b is transendental.
Theorem 5.10. [1℄ Let a = (aℓ)ℓ≥1 be a sequene of positive integers. If
the word a begins in arbitrarily long palindromes, then the real number α =
[0; a1, a2, . . . , aℓ, . . .] is either quadrati irrational or transendental.
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Proof of Proposition 5.9. By Proposition 5.2, sR,n,a,b is not ultimately pe-
riodi. Consequently, there are an innity of ourrenes of a's and b's in
sR,n,a,b. Let
P = {i ∈ N \ 0 | sR,n,a,b[i+ 1] = a} and
P ′ = {Pal(sR,n,a,b[1 . . . i]) | i ∈ P}.
Both sets are innite. Moreover, by its onstrution, any palindrome in the
set P ′ is followed by an a at its rst ourrene in sR,n,a,b. By Theorem 5.3
and sine sR,n,a,b equals its diretive word, if a
i1bi2 · · · bi2ai1 is a palindromi
prex of sR,n,a,b, then the ontinued fration expansion of its slope begins
by [0; 1 + i1, i2, . . . , i2, i1 + ρ, . . .], for some integer ρ. Moreover by Propo-
sition 5.2, sR,n,a,b is standard Sturmian whih implies that ρ = 0 or ρ = 1
depending on the next letter ourring in sR,n,a,b. By the onstrution of the
palindromes in P ′, we know that there are all palindromes suh that ρ = 1.
That implies that for any n, the ontinued fration expansion of the slope
of sR,n,a,b begins by an innity of palindromes. We onlude using Theorem
5.10: sine the ontinuous fration expansion of the slope is not ultimately
periodi, it annot be quadrati; hene, it is transendental.
Notie that the previous proof works sine sR,n,a,b equals its diretive
word. Otherwise, the result it not neessarily true.
5.2 Study of the xed point sE,a,b
We have seen in the previous subsetion that sine sR,n,a,b is a standard
Sturmian word, some properties follow diretly. Here, we study the xed
point sE,a,b.
Reall that Sturmian words are known to be balaned. It is suient to
onsider the letter a and the fators bb and aa to be onvined that sE,a,b is
not balaned, and onsequently, that it is not a Sturmian word.
We now reall a powerful result of de Lua and De Lua. For V =
τ ◦R an involutory antimorphism over an alphabet A, with τ an involutory
permutation of A, µV is the morphism dened for all a in A, by µ(a) = a if
a = τ(a) and by µ(a) = aτ(a) otherwise.
Theorem 5.11. [[6℄, Theorem 7.1℄ For any w ∈ Aω and for any involutory
antimorphism V, one has IPalV(w) = µV(IPal(w)).
Sine we annot use the known results about Sturmian words in order to
prove ombinatorial properties of the xed point sE,a,b, the idea here is to
rst onsider the word IPal(sE,a,b) that will further appear to be standard
Sturmian, and then to extend the properties to µE(IPal(sE,a,b)) whih is the
xed point sE,a,b, by Theorem 5.11.
In what follows, wE will denote IPal(sE,a,b), that is
wE = ababaababaabababaababaabababaababaababa · · · .
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Notie that here, µE is the Thue-Morse morphism, that is µE(a) = ab and
µE(b) = ba. Note also that sE,a,b = µE(wE), and so that sE,a,b ∈ {ab, ba}
ω
.
Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 5.2, one an prove:
Proposition 5.12. wE is not ultimately periodi, and onsequently, is a
Sturmian word.
Next lemma laims that µV morphisms preserve ultimate periodiity. It
allows to get Proposition 5.14 whih extends the previous proposition to
word sE,a,b.
Lemma 5.13. Let V be an involutory antimorphism over an alphabet A. An
innite word w over A is ultimately periodi if and only if µV(w) is so.
Proof. The "only if" part is immediate. Assume µV(w) = uv
ω
for words
u ∈ A∗ and v ∈ A+. When v begins with a letter a suh that µV(a) = a, then
a ours in no word µV(b) with b 6= a, implying that u = µV(u
′), v = µV(v
′)
for some words u′, v′. Then µV(w) = µV(u
′v′ω). It is quite immediate that
the morphism µV is injetive on innite words (and also on nite ones).
Hene w = u′v′ω is ultimately periodi. Assume now that v begins with
a letter a suh that µV(a) = ab, we have µV(b) = ba and neither a nor b
ours in µV(c) for c ∈ A\{a, b}. Possibly replaing v by v
2
, we an assume
that |v|a + |v|b is even. Depending on the parity of |u|a + |u|b, two ases are
possible: u = µV(u
′) and v = µV(v
′), or, ua = µV(u
′) and a−1va = µV(v
′).
One again µV(w) = µV(u
′v′ω) and so w = u′v′ω is ultimately periodi.
Proposition 5.14. sE,a,b is not ultimately periodi.
Another way to prove Proposition 5.14 is using the following generaliza-
tion of Lemma 5.1 to the IPalV operator.
Proposition 5.15. Let V be an involutory antimorphism over an alphabet
A. An innite word obtained by the IPalV operator is ultimately periodi if
and only if its diretive word has the form uαω, with u ∈ A∗ and α ∈ A.
Proof. Assume t = IPalV(w) is ultimately periodi. By Theorem 5.11,
t = µV(IPal(w)). Thus Proposition 5.15 appears as a diret orollary of
Lemma 5.13 and 5.1.
Proposition 5.15 is interesting by itself, sine it generalizes a well-known
useful result of Droubay, Justin and Pirillo to pseudostandard words.
By Theorem 5.3, the ontinued fration of the slope of wE is ultimately
periodi if and only if its diretive word, whih is sE,a,b by denition, is ul-
timately periodi. Hene by Proposition 5.14, the ontinued fration of the
slope of wE is not ultimately periodi whih implies next result by Theo-
rem 5.4:
Corollary 5.16. wE is not a xed point for some nontrivial morphism.
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A skipped ombinatorial proof using Corollary 5.16 allows to state:
Proposition 5.17. sE,a,b is not a xed point for some non-trivial morphism.
Let us now onsider maximal powers in wE and sE,a,b
Proposition 5.18. wE and sE,a,b both ontain 4-th powers, but no 5-th
power words.
Proof. By Theorem 5.3, the partial oeients of the ontinued fration of
the slope of wE orrespond to the powers of letters on sE,a,b whih an be
seen to value 1 or 2. As a onsequene of Lemma 5.7 we dedue the result
for wE.
It is known by [12℄ that, for all rational q ≥ 2, a word w avoids repetition
uq if and only if µE(w) also avoids them. Thus Proposition 5.18 holds for
sE,a,b.
Sine sE,a,b is not a Sturmian word, it does not have a known geometrial
interpretation. Thus, the notion of slope does not apply here. However, sine
sE,a,b ∈ {ab, ba}
ω
, we observe that the frequenies of the letters in sE,a,b are
both 1/2.
5.3 Study of the xed point sH,n,a,b,c
Let us now study the properties of the last kind of xed points. Sine the
words sH,n,a,b,c do not have a separating letter, they are not episturmian.
As in the previous subsetion, let us denote by wH,n the episturmian word
assoiated by Theorem 5.11 to the xed point sH,n,a,b,c, that is:
wH,n = IPal(sH,n,a,b,c) = a
nbancanbanabancanban · · · .
As in the proofs of Propositions 5.2 and 5.12, one an see that the three
letters a, b, c our innitely often in sH,n,a,b,c. Thus by Proposition 5.15 and
by its onstrution, wH,n satises:
Proposition 5.19. The words wH,n are not ultimately periodi and are
strit standard episturmian words.
Sine by denition, sH,n,a,b,c = µH(wH,n), Lemma 5.13 implies:
Proposition 5.20. sH,n,a,b,c are not ultimately periodi.
Let us reall a useful result from Justin and Pirillo.
Proposition 5.21. [9℄ A standard strit episturmian word is a xed point
of a nontrivial morphism if and only if its diretive word is periodi.
From Propositions 5.20 and 5.21, we get:
Proposition 5.22. wH,n are not xed points of a nontrivial morphism.
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Now we ome to repetitions in wH,n. In [9℄, Justin and Pirillo provide im-
portant tools about frational powers in episturmian words. We an dedue
from their Theorem 5.2 that the ritial exponent of any strit episturmian
word s having a periodi diretive word with the largest blok of letters of
length ℓ, lies between ℓ+2 and ℓ+3. In partiular s is (ℓ+3)-th power-free
but ontains an (ℓ+ 2)-th power. This an be extended to a larger lass of
episturmian words, as follows.
Proposition 5.23. Let s be a strit epistandard word direted by a word ∆
and let ℓ denotes the greatest integer i suh that αi is a fator of ∆ with α
a letter. Assume ∆ ontains at least one fator auaℓva with a a letter and
u, v non empty words that do not ontain the letter a. Then s is (ℓ + 3)-th
power-free but ontains an (ℓ+ 2)-th power.
Proof. Let (vi)i≥1 be the sequene of prexes of s having a rst letter dierent
from the last letter (it is innite sine s is a strit standard episturmian
word). For i ≥ 1, denote si the standard episturmian word direted by v
ω
i .
It is straightforward that s = limi→∞ si (sine s and si share as prex Pal(vi)
whose length grows with i). By hoie of vi, we know that max{j | α
j ∈
F (vωi ), α ∈ A} ≤ ℓ. By Theorem 5.2 in [9℄ eah si is (ℓ + 3)-th power-free.
Consequently s is also (ℓ+ 3)-th power-free.
Now by hypotheses, ∆ = wauaℓva∆′ with a ∈ A and u, v ∈ A+ suh
that |u|a = |v|a = 0. Let s
′
be the standard episturmian word direted
by va∆′. The letter a ours in s′ and onsidering b the rst letter of
v, we see that b 6= a and ab is a fator of the innite word s′. Sine
IPal(w) = limn→∞La1...an(an+1) [9, Cor. 2.7℄, s ontains as a fator the
word Lwauaℓ(ab) = Lwau(a
ℓ+1b) and so s ontains Lwa(Lu(a)
ℓ+1Pal(u)b).
By [9℄, sine a does not our in u, Lu(a) = Pal(u)a (sine a does not our
in u). Consequently Lwa(Lu(a)
ℓ+1Pal(u)b) = Lwa((Pal(u)a)
ℓ+1Pal(u)b) =
Lw(La(Pal(u)a)
ℓ+1 La(Pal(u))ab) = Lw(Lau(a)
ℓ+2b).
Hene s ontains the (ℓ+ 2)-th power (Lwau(a))
ℓ+2
.
Previous proposition an be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 5.7. As
a diret onsequene, we have:
Corollary 5.24. The words wH,n are (n + 4)-th power free but ontain
(n+ 3)-th powers.
Using previous results one an dedue the following properties of the
words sH,n,a,b,c.
Proposition 5.25. Let sH,n,a,b,c be a xed point of the IPalH operator, for
a xed n. Then sH,n,a,b,c satises the following properties:
1. It is not an episturmian word, but is a pseudostandard word.
2. It is not a xed point for some non trivial morphism.
3. It is (n+ 4)-th power-free but ontains (n+ 3)-th powers.
4. The frequenies of the letters b and c are equal.
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6 Conlusion
Let us summarize three problems raised by the ontent of this paper.
It is easy to see that any innite word whih is k-th power-free for an
integer k has a ritial exponent. This is the ase of all words studied in this
paper. An open question is to nd losed formulas of the values of the ritial
exponent of words sR,n,a,b, sH,n,a,n and sE,a,b. Another diretion of researh
would be to nd a geometri interpretation of the palindromi losure. It
may help nd more about the xed points of the operation we onsidered
here. Finally sine the study of the pseudostandard words whih are xed
points of the PalV operator raises numerous intriguing questions, it might be
interesting to also work with the more general families of words introdued
in [5℄. The rst one is alled the generalized pseudostandard words, that is
the pseudostandard words direted by two words: the traditional diretive
word and a word desribing the antimorphism to used at eah iteration.
The seond one is the pseudostandard words with seeds, that is the words
obtained by iteration of the ⊕V operator with a non empty word, alled the
seed.
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